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Trina: Today I am going to be talking with Dr. Mariza and we are going to be talking about 

balancing your hormones and welcome Dr. Mariza to the show. 

Dr. Mariza: Thank you so much for having me. 

Trina: Oh, you're welcome. Yeah, I'm so glad that you're here. Women and hormones, just 
sometimes you know it's like a fire that goes off. I'm really excited to be able to talk to 
you about how we can boost our energy and lose weight naturally, like with just getting 
our hormones to balance out. Before we get started, tell me about the health journey 
for yourself that led you to be passionate about this topic of women's health. 

Dr. Mariza: Absolutely. About 10 years ago, I was just getting into practice, and I was a hormonal 
hot mess. I didn't really know what was going on with my body at the time. I just knew 
something wasn't right. But every time I asked friends and my family, women were just 
like, oh, that's just how women feel. I knew that something wasn't right. I remember 
looking at a lot of my patients at the time who were struggling with some of the similar 
issues that I'm struggling with. And as I, I felt like I was progressively getting worse. I 
remember one day finally waking up and feeling like there was this invisible hand 
pushing you back into the bed. That's how bad my chronic fatigue had come. And as I 
was crawling to the bathroom that day, I remember looking at myself in the mirror 
thinking, I don't even recognize this person. I don't know who she is anymore. I just felt 
like a shell of my former self. 

Dr. Mariza: And when I went to the doctors I wanted to get test run just to kind of see what was 
going on. You know, we should always get a second opinion and never diagnose 
ourselves. 

Trina: And we're so good at doing that. We're so good at self diagnose, especially with Google. 
Yeah. 

Dr. Mariza: I went in to get tested and sure nothing's were very off base. My estrogen and 
progesterone and my stress hormones. And basically what they gave me was birth 
control and an anti anxiety med. And I remember looking at this doctor who was a 
woman and I was like, I didn't even have words. I was like, this is not what's going to fix 
this. This isn't going to be the solution. I never fulfilled those prescriptions, but I knew 
that I needed to really dig in and figure out what was going on. Luckily, once upon a time 
I was a biochemist and I am a phenomenal researcher, so I really started digging into the 
research. Took me about a year and a half to really hear myself because there was a lot 
of learning curves and lessons in that process and I realized that it took me that long to 
get well, I knew so many other women just weren't really clear on what was going on 
with them and this just became my mission. 

Dr. Mariza: I wanted to support the nurturers of this world because we're ... I always ask, women 
are always like, what about men hormones? What about men? I'm like, are you taking 
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care of your man? I think you are. I was like, I want to take care of the people who are 
not being taken care of. 

Trina: And we're so good at taking care of everybody else and putting ourselves last. Talk to 
me a little bit about, especially when we get older, we have a little bit of resistance 
being able to lose weight. And especially the older that we get, we feel like we can eat 
the same number of calories. Maybe that's true or not. And work out the same. Maybe 
that's true or not, but we still can't lose the weight. It's kind of like a resistant weight 
resistance. Are there typical hormones that are out of balance that caused this? And can 
we fix that so that we don't have that weight resistance? 

Dr. Mariza: Yeah, I think there's such a lot of misunderstanding around weight. A lot of people still 
think it's calories in versus calories out. But there are a lot of chemicals, a lot of 
molecules that are involved in our metabolic process, most particularly hormones. And 
the thing about hormones is that they're simply chemical messengers that are mediating 
the way that you and I operate every single day. And you know what? There was a lie 
that I lived for so long Trina, and that was I thought the whole time girl, because I was 
not crawling on the floor that I was managing my stress. I thought I was rocking my 
stress because I was handling the things that can handle. I was still checking the boxes. 
And I think that's what's happening for so many women is that we are hardwired for 
survival. That's what we're hardwired for it everything in our body. 

Dr. Mariza: There's no reason to digest food or make babies if you aren't surviving. And so I think 
that the number one hormone that gets us into the most trouble is going to be our 
stress hormones, our survival hormones. And it's so easy to trigger those on we don't 
necessarily know. Our bodies don't know how to distinguish whether we're running late 
for a meeting or our computer doesn't work before we get onto a podcast that we're 
late for or like me today or when we are stuck in traffic trying to get somewhere. Our 
body thinks that there's a tiger behind us at all times. And that's really what it comes 
down to you. And what happens when Cortisol is up regulated, we not only create leaky 
gut, we create insulin resistance. We burn out our thyroid. We have severe estrogen and 
progesterone imbalances. 

Dr. Mariza: And what happens with cortisol in particular is that our prefrontal Cortex, a lot of people 
don't know is that when we're constantly filling rushed, I call it rushing women 
syndrome or overachiever syndrome or superwoman syndrome girl has all kinds of 
names for the same thing. Being a woman syndrome, how about we just call it that, but 
we actually downgrade our prefrontal cortex. And we lose IQ by 50 points or something 
like that because we upgrade the limbic system, the survival part of the brain. But what 
happens when we downgrade the prefrontal Cortex, we downgrade willpower and 
people are having such a struggle with cravings because your body's like, I don't care. I 
don't care where those calories come from. We're in survival mode over here, even 
when you're not. But you've hijacked your ability to make those kinds of conscious 
decisions. 
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Dr. Mariza: And so just that little hormone has massive random ramifications for our metabolism, 
for our brain function and far reproductive function. And when we're constantly living at 
that level all the time, or at least a good chunk of the day, it's a no wonder we're not 
able to lose that weight that our body is desperately holding onto because it thinks 
we're an Armageddon. It thinks we're on the show of the walking dead. 

Trina: Well I think that's interesting cause I usually say, I tell a lot of people, it's the same 
theory behind sugar and like the substitutes for sugar that might not harm your body, 
but your brain doesn't know the difference. And so it's the craving of sugar or sweet that 
you get when you take something in, whether it's natural sugar or something that's 
synthetic or something that doesn't affect your blood sugar, but your brain doesn't 
know. It's the same thing with stress. Your brain and your body don't necessarily, like 
you said, know that it's not just that you dropped your phone in the puddle of water. 

Dr. Mariza: Yeah, exactly. I call them the clutch, the pearls moments like, you're oh, my gosh, I don't 
have pearls on. But I find we always have these clutch the pearls moments where like, 
oh my gosh, even when we're scrolling through Instagram or we get this crazy text 
message, a lot of things can trigger trigger us into that survival mode. We don't realize 
the chemical ramifications of those moments. And with our world moving so fast with 
everything moving so quickly every day, so many of us are really living in this space, and 
that is causing our stress resilience to decrease and our metabolic resilience to decrease 
as well. 

Trina: And it's very emotional. Everything's very emotional. Like you said with Instagram, just 
seeing a picture, it's emotion. Everything emits emotions. And that I assume has an 
effect. Emotions have an effect on your weight. Can you give us some simple solutions 
to help shift out of emotional states that are not healthy for us? 

Dr. Mariza: Absolutely. One of the things that I love using, 'cause I'm always thinking about what 
kind of tool can we have in our purse, in our pocket that we can have on our back seat 
that we can leverage. And one of the powerful things that I love to leverage is the power 
of aroma therapy. And there are other great techniques. Having a bestie on speed dial is 
a great thing to have. Having meditation and yoga in your back pocket, these are also 
great things to clear all the clutter. But if you don't necessarily have time for all of those 
things, maybe you just can't call your best friend at two o'clock in the afternoon cause 
she's working. Whatever that maybe I love leveraging the power of aroma therapy. 
Because what we know about the power of aroma therapy, particularly around our 
emotional wellbeing and our stress is we can actually disrupt those responses by simply 
breathing in and oil. 

Dr. Mariza: We know, I have a little stress blend to here. It's a little roller as you can see, and this 
roller is my stress be gone blend. And what I love about it is it's just two oils and we 
know that these two oils not only shut down or kind of down regulate what we call the 
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hypothalamic pituitary adrenal access, which is basically, it's just a conversation 
between your brain and the adrenals that tell your body you're in survival mode. And if 
that system, we call that little negative feedback loop, if that system is constantly way 
up here, you're going to be at a really easy tipping point. Ever notice when you're 
already stressed that just someone could like breathe on you and then Bam, like it's an 
explosion. That's because you're already so up here, you're just ready to tip over. 

Dr. Mariza: And what I want to do is bring us back down so we can get back to a place where we can 
reset, we can really get back into that place where we don't feel so triggered. And so 
what you do with the two oils that are in here are Bergamot and lavender. 

Trina: Oh I love both of them. 

Dr. Mariza: Oh my gosh. Two of my favorites and Bergamot is the oil of self love and self 
acceptance. Outside of the fact that it boosts happy neurotransmitters and in lavender 
is all things calming. We know that lavender is actually used as a prescription grade for 
anxiety and depression and other parts of the world. And so these two oils are just 
amazing. There's lots of research to back them up. We can lower serum cortisol levels, 
we can lower blood pressure with these two oils. We can literally disrupt that HPA 
access like that. And you know what, I use them all the time because I'll be honest with 
you, we were in the middle of this amazing book launch and I'll tell you what, not every 
day was a relaxing and calming day, things broken and the world felt like it was falling 
apart. And so, it is what it is. 

Dr. Mariza: And so what I love is having this blend with me, I just roll it on my palms like you're 
seeing me do now. And it's 15 drops of each with a carrier oil, like fractionated coconut 
oil or Jojoba Oil. That way it's ready to go. You don't ever have to think about it. It's 
already pre made. You just roll it on and then take three to five deep belly breaths like 
that. And voila the oils, whether you like it or not, are going to go in and do their work, 
they're going to shift your chemistry, especially your emotional chemistry. The 
emotions, they're just molecules too. They're just ligans that are binding to your cell 
receptors. I know we want it to be more magical than that, but that's really what it 
breaks down too. 

Trina: That's really cool. I love those scents. In fact, their part of my one deodorant. The black 
rogue has both of those in there has a little peppermint too. I can see people going like 
this all day just to try and get some scent, some relief. Yeah. And it's all just energy in 
your body and if it's energy that's negative and create it, that just fuels the fire and 
creates more negative energy. But you've just, it's almost like the essential oils. If you 
think of it like a pattern interrupt. It's interrupting something and changing the energy. 
So instead of circling left, it's make change to circle right. And that just shifts your whole 
energy. How do you reset your hormones or even jumpstart your metabolism? 
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Dr. Mariza: Absolutely. Such a great question. Well, first and foremost, we do got to get to the root 
cause of what's going on. Let's say it is stress, then we got to work that out. But I do 
have a wonderful list of things that I love. As I mentioned, having a community, we're 
very isolated today and the more isolated we are, the more stressed we are 
experiencing. And so it's important to have a community around you, someone that you 
can kind of, I wouldn't call it completely unload on them, but just someone you can 
connect in with. We leverage social media so much. You know, it feels like we have a lot 
of our friends at our fingertips, but talking to them on the phone or meeting with them 
on person, we know that hugging and touching boost oxytocin levels. 

Dr. Mariza: That's a big part of it. Just being able to make sure that you've got people around you so 
that you feel supported. We see that, there's new research coming out that when we're 
isolated we increased mortality rates. And so that's just something to be mindful of. 
One, self care, having book ending with rituals. Morning rituals, evening rituals, where 
the day is yours. First and foremost before it becomes somebody else's. You're not in 
your email, you're not in your text messages, but that you're doing things for yourself in 
the morning, whether that's a green smoothie or journaling, gratitude journaling, 
whether it's using your oils in a diffuser. A little diffuser that we always have running in 
the morning as well. This one right here, I'm just having a little ritual that is yours for 10 
to 15 minutes a day that you get to save a time for yourself. 

Dr. Mariza: I know that is such a ... I was becoming more of a normality, but I know that that was 
such a noble idea even just a couple years ago. Like women are like, wait, what? Do me 
for a minute? And then not Tasmanian Devil in your way into the bed every night. You 
can't run full force in the bed and anticipate that you're going to fall asleep like that. No 
mental chatter comes into play, the to do list, but what you didn't get done that day 
happens. Having an evening ritual is going to be really important and this is all stressed, 
right? And then so much of what you put into your mouth plays a major role here as you 
can imagine, because all food is chemistry and chemistry is information. Being really 
mindful about what you're putting into your body is going to be huge. 

Dr. Mariza: I'm a big fan of plant, so lots of green leafy vegetables, loving up on your liver, the color 
of the rainbow, eating healthy fats, eating healthy proteins, and making sure that you're 
eating, got loving foods and at the same right meaning that don't need a bunch of stuff 
that's going to mess you up because that's going to have a profound impact on your 
metabolism as well. Because stress comes in a lot of forms. It's chemical, it's physical, 
it's emotional, it's perceived. And when you put bad chemistry into the body, that's a 
stressor too. You're stressing your liver, you're stressing your gut and you're stressing 
your Mitochondria, which is your energy powerhouses in every cell of the body. What 
you eat is important and I do a great job in my new book, The Essential Oils Hormone 
Solution. 
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Dr. Mariza: Part three of that book is my 14 day hormone rescue and the number one reason why I 
created it was that so many women we're not eating right for their bodies, their liver 
was burdened, their gut was burdened, their brain was inflamed, but also they were 
struggling with weight resistance because of all of those concerns there too. That 14 day 
program is a reset with, with recipes, all of it, everything you could possibly imagine. 
And we've had 2000 women go through it so far and the average weight loss is 10 to 12 
pounds and that was crazy. I didn't think that would be the case. But when you give your 
body, the chance to reset, give your metabolism a chance to reset and de stress and 
bring in the self care, that weight that your body was holding onto because it wasn't 
safe. 

Dr. Mariza: Now everything feels safe again and we just began to let it go. And so it's not a weight 
loss plan by any means, it's a hormone plan, but it's as a side effect of balancing our 
hormones. Your body is going to release weight that it may be holding onto for survival, 
especially that visceral belly fat is what we gets us in trouble. 

Trina: Yeah. That really gets us in trouble. And that's where we see it the most. We notice it 
the most and it's the most problematic for your intestines and all of your heart, your 
liver, everything. What would be your go to essential oil recipe to combat like sugar 
cravings, overcoming fatigue or stress, things like that? 

Dr. Mariza: Absolutely. I loved the little stress duo that I shared. There was a great research article 
in the Journal of I want to say [inaudible 00:16:39]. I think it was neurology and 
orthopedic neurology, I forget exactly, it's by doctor Alan Hirsch and it studied 
peppermint as a craving suppressant. And what we discovered is that peppermint in 
90% of the cases decreased within a matter of 60 seconds or less. And so I love 
peppermint. There's so many reasons to use peppermint oil, but it is the ultimate 
craving suppressor. And the thing is, is that we deserve to win the battle between the 
cupcake and ourselves. We deserve to win the cupcake. Stare down. And if you've been 
hijacked by stress hormones, it's really difficult to say no to those moments. What do 
you do? There's no barrier between you and that stale donut, whatever it, whenever 
you found yourself in front of on accident, at three o'clock in the afternoon and you've 
got no willpower because you literally are being hijacked. 

Dr. Mariza: And so that's why I always tell women, you got to have your oil with you. I have a little 
same 10 mill roller like this. We'll just pretend it's a different blend and it is actually 15 
drops of peppermint, 10 drops of grapefruit because grapefruit is also phenomenal at 
decreasing cravings like that and five drops of lemon. And again, you just roll it over the 
top it off with coconut oil or grape seed oil, wherever you preferred rolled over your 
palms. And take a couple of deep belly breaths and a craving last three minutes. Three 
minutes is the magic moment. 

Trina: That's it just three minutes you've got to get over, right? 
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Dr. Mariza: Exactly. And three minutes. You can do a lot of damage. You can eat that entire cupcake 
in three minutes. 

Trina: You can either like get over it or you are going to be eating it. 

Dr. Mariza: In that moment, have your oil with you. If it's the break room, someone brought pie or 
brownies or whatever they brought and you said that what ends up happening for so 
many women is we say no to those things all day long until four o'clock in the afternoon. 
And then you just happen to be walking down that aisle, past the break room at your 
biggest moment of weakness and you're just trying to get through the rest of your day 
because guess what? You have another set of six hours to do at home. Once you get 
there, you're only like halfway through your day at this point. And that's when we 
oftentimes fold. But if we have that oil, and what's so great about this blend for not only 
cravings is it boost energy and it eradicates brain fog. 

Dr. Mariza: That's the reason why I created it. It's like a trifecta. And usually cravings or an unmet 
need there either stress, their exhaustion or they are just an emotional tie to it. It's 
usually never your liver or your gut saying, let me have that high fructose corn syrup. I 
just need it so bad. Let me deregulate insulin levels. No, your body never wanted it. It's 
that you have this other craving that you're not able to meet. And it just happens to be 
that the coat is all the same Sugar is the answer and it never was. I love that oils are an 
opportunity for you to, again disengage. And I don't stay there and test your will. You 
walk away from a doughnut. 

Trina: Walkaway and sniff your oil. Don't think, stay there in front of that doughnut. Don't do 
it. 

Dr. Mariza: Millions of women use this technique with incredible success. I do it all the time myself. 

Trina: Awesome. So tell us about your new book, your essential oil book, the essential oils 
hormone solution. Tell us about that. 

Dr. Mariza: Here it is. If I could put one word on this book, it would be, I would stamp 
empowerment. I was on a big book tour this last month. I met over a thousand women. I 
talked to every one of them. And I can't tell you how profound and even how 
heartbreaking the stories were. So many women don't know what's happening with 
their bodies. They don't have answers and not getting answers. It's as if medicine, our 
healthcare system is doing to us, not along with us on this journey. So many women felt 
like they never understood what was being recommended and why. And so the first 
step for me in this book was, let's just break down what your hormones do. 

Dr. Mariza: And in a lot of different circumstances, I just want women to understand how their 
bodies work. Because when we know better, we do better, not only for ourselves, but 
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for our granddaughters, our aunts, our nieces, our daughters, everyone. We have this 
responsibility that's legacy to leave this next generation of women, but we can't do that 
if we don't know what's going on. And then I can clearly, it's called the essential oils 
hormone solution. If you've never used oils before it, there's a whole section on that. No 
worries, everything you need. And then part two of the book, which I talked about part 
three already, but part two, the book is, I surveyed 50,000 women and I asked them if 
you could give me two weeks to wave a magic wand over your biggest concerns when it 
comes to hormones, what would that be? 

Dr. Mariza: And that part of the book that 12 chapters with me breaking down every chapter that 
women wanted. From toxicity to digestive issues, to depression and anxiety, to libido, to 
menopause and perimenopause. I have a chapter on every single thing and insomnia 
fatigue, stress, name it, I cover every single one of those chapters. And then part three, 
like I said, was the silver platter, the program, the blueprint I wish I had 10 years ago 
when I was in the middle of it. That entire program is in this book that I've been testing 
on thousands of women over the years and it is incredible the things that we're seeing 
that women are experiencing with that, that part of the book and I am all about ease 
and grace. None of it is hard. 'Cause I get no one wants extra. 

Trina: You don't want one more thing on your plate. I know. 

Dr. Mariza: I imagined myself 10 years ago when I was at my lowest low and I was like, what is it 
that I needed? How did I need it? How would someone make this easy for me? And 
that's how I wrote the book. 

Trina: Awesome. That's sounds, that's such great information. Obviously I love essential oils. 
They're in all of my products and the reason it is because it's the essence of the plant. 
It's really the very small little molecules that are what makes the plant unique and gives 
it its unique properties. And the Nice thing about it is it's typically safe for humans. Now 
obviously there's some that aren't, but it's safe and it causes some sort of effect in 
humans. And the ones that you're describing are really great at helping you reduce 
stress, which is obviously going to help reduce a lot of other things that we've heard 
from you, especially cravings. And I know in this day and age where you're bombarded 
every minute, like I know with my cell phone, social media and customer things and 
business and kids, it all bombards you all day long and if you don't find some sort of 
release for your brain and for your body, then you end up a ball of whatever Cheetos 
literally. You end up... 

Dr. Mariza: You eat it on the couch, a part of this stuff. 

Trina: Yeah. You can't even function. 

Dr. Mariza: Yeah. The thing of it is so often is when we're so stressed, we need soothing. And food 
has always been a part of that soothing experience. Your Mama and your grandma 
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always hooked you up with that. But what I love about oils, you know, for a long time I 
thought that health journey was meant to be painful and a struggle. And that's what it 
was painted for me many, many years ago. 'Cause I had another major health issue 
before I got my hormone issue. I had chronic migraine pain for 15 years and I was told I 
was always going to live like that. And recovering from that was the biggest wake up call 
of my life. Like the body is right for healing miracles. But in this process, what I've 
learned, especially with the oils was that you can relish in this, these aromas, you can 
relish in this self care. 

Dr. Mariza: There's so much about this healing process that is actually quite enjoyable and fun and 
that you get to be about. There's oil blend that I have that around my house and that 
every time I see them I get so excited because I love the way they make me feel. And I 
know that they're doing good by me and they change my mood, they shift me in a big 
way and they just put a big, just looking at them because they're all, I know what bottle, 
I know what color is, what thing. And I just, by seeing that little bottle across the room, 
I'm like, Ooh. So excited to put that on. And it just makes me happy. And so that's what 
I've learned so much about women with the aroma therapy is that it feels decadent 
when they're doing something good for themselves. And that is a beautiful thing in its 
own right. 

Trina: Awesome. Oh my gosh, that's so great. Well, you have a cheat sheet that you want to 
give the viewers and the listeners. Talk about what that is and where they can find that. 

Dr. Mariza: Absolutely. I know we talked about a couple of blends today, but yeah, if you're like me, 
I'm listening to a podcast on the move on the go. Women are multitaskers. And so I 
created this epic little cheat sheet for my Go-to, the blends that I use every single day 
for cravings, for fatigue, for stress. And I believe for mood support. M y top four are in 
there. And they're so easy to make I'll give you all the directions. 

Trina: Is this for people to make themselves or do you sell the blends? No. 

Dr. Mariza: No. People to make themselves. 

Trina: That's a really easy. 

Dr. Mariza: The blends are very simple. 

Trina: They're very easy. Yeah. It's so simple. If you haven't tried making them, it's so simple to 
do. Yeah. That's awesome. Where else can we find you so you can find me you? 

Dr. Mariza: You can find me on [inaudible 00:25:54] podcast and it's our year anniversary this week. 
We just hit 300,000 downloads. We are cranking and so we're having a good time there. 
It's called the Essentially You podcast all about becoming the CEO of your health. That's 
what it's about. Empowering women to step into their power. You can find me, the 
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books are on Amazon and everywhere books are sold. And then you can also find me at 
on Instagram. I love connecting with people. I got all kinds of fun recipes there and 
that's at Dr. M-A-R-I-Z-A on Insta. 

Trina: Dr. Mariza. Thank you so much for such great information because who knew that just 
smelling something wonderful can actually make you walk away from something that's 
going to cause even more stress in your life. That's not even just going to cause stress, 
but it's going to wreck your health. And most of us, especially if you're listening to 
podcasts like mine and yours, you are interested in creating health. You're on a journey 
of health and walking away from the things that destroy that. And stress is one of those 
things that we can't necessarily walk away from, but we also need to learn to live with it. 
And thank you so much for giving us a new tool in a new powerful way to live with stress 
so that we can actually manage it better and be nicer to our family. 

Dr. Mariza: Be Nicer to everyone. Yeah. We have beautiful relationships. Absolutely. 

Trina: Even our dog loves us better. 

Dr. Mariza: Oh my goodness. That's why everyone needs a dog because it's unconditional. 

Trina: Thank you so much for joining me. Everything will be in the show notes so everybody 
can go and download the cravings cheat sheet and make yourself some amazing blends 
that make you feel better and lose a little bit of weight, which is always a bonus. Thanks 
so much for joining us on the healthy me. 

Trina: Thanks for watching. Make sure you subscribe to keep learning how to create your 
healthy self. See you next time. 
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